"Allow others to post to this blog" should be possible to omit as an option when creating blogs
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Description
I use TikiWiki as a platform for teaching at the college level, and one of the main things I do is require that students create and maintain their own blogs — each student has one blog and should post only to that blog. My suggestion is that although I understand why there's an initial option to "allow others to post to this blog" in the blog create dialogue box, it would be a good idea to leave this option's availability and visibility up to the administrator — in my situation, this option, if accidentally checked by students, creates confusion at posting time. I don't want students to see this come up as an option when they create their personal blog.

Importance
2

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
8

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk▼

Ticket ID
452

Created
As per Tiki23 on blog those options are enabled and disabled by the blog creator and not the "admin".

- Allow other users to post in this blog
- Even if others post to the blog, the author is always its administrator

While permissions will allow to create group for each user with specific permission the feature request is till valid. The feature-request should allow the 2 options to be useable by the creator of a blog (as it is and per default) at higher level seen and useable only by the "admin" (or users with permissions).

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item452--Allow-others-to-post-to-this-blog-should-be-possible-to-omit-as-an-option-when-creating-blogs